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Diversity and Inclusion are

important in today's society!

 

This research was conducted

to get a better understanding

of the issues that individuals

are facing in todays society.

 

Together we can create a more

inclusive world.

 

 

 

Mission



A Review of best practices internationally

on isolated/specialist groups and

engagement methodologies used to

connect to underrepresented groups within

society.

 

This research looks at the methodologies used to reach isolated

underrepresented groups in society. To create a more inclusive world, we need

more representation to tackle the issues faced by those in society. 

This research wants to showcase the research and the reality on effective

engagement methodologies. What is really happening to create a more

inclusive world?

LET'S GET STARTED!

Title!



Contunied

Expect  from this research
WHAT YOU CAN

What was looked at was the research already

conducted in outreach and inclusion. 

It is important to look at the research first as it is

needed to get a better understanding of social

enterprise.

The study looked at social enterprise and the

benefits and barriers associated with setting up a

social enterprise.

 It then looked at Scotland, Spain, and Australia's

social enterprise space. 

Next,

 Scotland is new and up and coming, with high

government involvement. 

Spain has one of the oldest forms of social

enterprise in the world.

 Finally, Australia is outside the European Union, so

I was fascinated by what was happening there.

Firstly, 



Barriers

Expect  from this research
WHAT YOU CAN

Field research took place with the ideas already

found in the study. This was a fascinating

conclusion. The field and documentative research

had similarities but did not go far enough into

detail..

The six groups I met with had different barriers

impeding access to services and the workforce.

The external obstacles faced by those I have been

in contact with have made them hard to reach.

These have been shown in the research but

highlighted in the field study. 

Groups 

 Lack of understanding

 Isolation 

 Bias

 Disability

 

Secondly, 

 Prejudges 

 Access to services

•Digitisation

 



Expect  from this research
WHAT YOU CAN

This research highlights the need for a mixed

methods approach as the flexibility that it offers

has led to the success of the field research. 

The research has added greatly to my understand

of best practice and how individuals just want to

be understood and accepted for who they are. It

has been a very interesting and the findings have

been enlightening and I would like to thank

everyone involved who are fighting for inclusion

and representation, your voice matters.

Moreover,

Finally,



Social Enterprise 
PROJECT SUMMARY

There are no institutionalised forms of social enterprise in Ireland. Due to fact that

there are no illegal defections of social enterprise in Ireland, has led to organisations

not understanding that they are a social enterprise themselves

This portion can contain the project's deliverables, in the
form of bullet points or a short, descriptive paragraph.
You can add examples to help your reader along!

Project Management

This portion can contain the project's deliverables, in the
form of bullet points or a short, descriptive paragraph.
You can add examples to help your reader along!

Social Media Management

This portion can contain the project's deliverables, in the
form of bullet points or a short, descriptive paragraph.
You can add examples to help your reader along!

Analyze Sales and Metrics
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http://apfse.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/5.Synthesis-report-FINAL.pdf


Social Enterprise 
PROJECT SUMMARY

When looking at social enterprises it is important to look at Europe and what is

happening there. This report will look at two other (Scotland and Spain) countries

within Europe and one outside (Australia) due to the work that is being conducted

within their social enterprise sector.

SCOTLANDSCOTLANDSCOTLAND AUSTRALIAAUSTRALIAAUSTRALIASPAINSPAINSPAIN

https://socialenterprise.scot/
https://www.agorarsc.org/tipologia-de-economia-social-en-espana/
https://www.csi.edu.au/media/uploads/FASES_2016_full_report_final.pdf


Response Time

Trinity College- hidden
disabilities - focus group

Digitally Excluded – interview
with social enterprise in
Scotland.

Gateway to Education –
unemployed – Ethnographic
research

Migrant Individuals – focus
group

Ex Prisoner – interview and
documentary research

Treist Press - Intellectual
Disabilities - focus group
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Groups used



Person-centered approach, as the standardised method, will lead
to ineffective results.

When dealing with communities, you need to take the person first. 

Take away your bias and your preconceived notion.

Focus on the care of the needs of an individual.

Respect the individual and treat them with dignity.

Understand their experience and respect their different abilities.

Don’t pay lip service.

Be clear of what you are attending to do.

Understand that you don’t know everything.

Asses the language that you are going to use to engage.

Accessible language(audio, visual, written when deciding on outreach).

Do your research.

Respect lines of communication.

Find those who understand the issues that are faced by individuals

Transparency when dealing with individuals where no previous
knowledge is understood.

Different lines of communication

Identify key players in the area and interact with them to form a
relationship, which will help with trust in the community.

Guildlimes 



 A dedicated team that keeps up with new outreach
methodologies and keeps engagement going within each
community.

 Understand and respect the decisions of those you are talking to,
as they have lived experience of the issues. 

 Educate yourself on the barriers that are associated with isolated
member groups in society.

 A member or members that are specifically used to create more community

engagement in underrepresented groups in society 

 A knowable staff member that has great community connections and

understands different methods of outreach.

 A member of staff that represents the community. Representation is important

for individuals feel more comfortable talking to likeminded people.

 When conducting outreach if you are engaging with a community that don’t

want to engage. Don’t engage.

 Respect that you have not lived their lives, so listen and take in what they have to

say.

 Keep up to date with the community and changing policies.

 Remember you will not know everything, so acknowledge that.

 Friendly approach.

 Respect those you are talking to, as they have the lived experience.

 Casual approach.

 Flexibility around interactions.

 Everyone has a busy life, and usually those who are underrepresented have external

factors that can be affecting their access.

 The regular 9 to 5 doesn’t suit everyone

 Be able to use different outreach methods, as they can be hard to reach.



Ciara Regan

If you would like more information and a

deeper discussion on my findings feel free

to contact me.

ciara@socialimpactireland.ie
www.socialimpactireland.ie

For more Information!


